Editor’s Foreword
By Rose Mary K. Bailly
Charlie Gottlieb, Esq., a staff attorney at the
Government Law Center and my colleague, graciously
agreed to be the Guest Editor for this issue of the
Government, Law and Policy Journal devoted to renewable
energy. Charlie is passionate about environmental
issues so we are grateful to him and the authors he has
assembled to discuss the emerging issues in this field.
The topic of renewable energy is regularly in the
news these days, whether it be about alternative forms
of clean energy, economic innovation and investment
opportunities, clean energy jobs, or promising renewable
energy resources from “the windy shores off Long Island
to sun-exposed rooftops upstate.”1
The authors of this issue of the Journal provide us
with the context for the daily news and broaden our
understanding of this cutting-edge issue.
I would like to especially thank our Executive Editor
for 2012-2013, Stefen Short, Albany Law School, Class of
2013 for his professionalism and enthusiasm and ready
response to last-minute editing requests. He and his
Albany Law School colleagues, Laura Bomyea, Edward
DeLauter, Katharine Fina, Evamaria Kartzian, Craig
Mackey, Dave Schreiber, and Katie Valder, all members

of the Class of 2013, once
again worked extremely
hard to help create this
issue. My thanks also to the
staff of the New York State
Bar Association, Pat Wood,
Megan O’Toole, Wendy
Harbour, and Lyn Curtis,
for their help, expertise
and most especially their
patience. And last, my
thanks to Patty Salkin, now
Dean of Touro Law Center, for her inspiration.
Finally, I take full responsibility for any flaws,
mistakes, oversights or shortcomings in these pages.
The errors are entirely my own. Your comments and
suggestions are always welcome at rbail@albanylaw.edu
or at Government Law Center, 80 New Scotland Avenue,
Albany, New York 12208.

Endnote
1.

Michael Hill, NY Renewable Energy Study Finds New York Could
Soon Be Powered By Wind, Water And Sunlight, The Huffington
Post (April 7, 2013), available at http://www.huffingtonpost.
com/2013/04/07/ny-renewable-energy-study_n_3032873.html.
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